


































































 



 



Welcome to Kuranda.  The Village in the Rainforest.  Far North Queensland (opposite The Great Barrier Reef) 

In just over 100 years we have cleared so much of our precious native forests in FNQ.  The cassowary only has 20-25% of its original habitat left – most impacted 

in the last 50 years. 

East, Cairns City deforested lowlands to the coast for human settlement.  West, The Tablelands deforested for regional agriculture on high rainfall “rainforest land”. 

Kuranda Region falls in a “narrow-neck”, “pinch-point” or “wasp waist” of the greater Wet Tropics rainforests forcing our wildlife through a congested narrow 

corridor of roads and enough Rural / Rural Residential land in 2017 to keep the forest intact. 

Mega-development by clearing recovering rainforests, adding mega-tons of concrete and steel, roadway networks, +4000 humans (pet dogs and cats), water usage 

from rainforest creeks, aquifers and the Barron River, waste and limiting access via fencing will cut the corridor in half for the first time in 1000’s of years. 

This effect is called “fragmentation of the conservation corridor”. 

The problem for Kuranda Region (rainforest / ecotone forests) is early settlement cleared the forest and built a town here – on the railway line from Cairns inland to The 

Tablelands. 

In 1988 when the Wet Tropics native forests were declared World Heritage – only the remaining intact forests minus freehold, state forests, etc were inscribed on the 

maps.  The implementation of this mapping failed to recognise the importance of the “connectivity” of the greater forest areas and the interplay required for 

species to survive longer term. 

Luckily, these days’ scientists and Wet Tropics Management Authority understand that conservation of the Vital Kuranda Envirolink Corridor is critical for the 

survival of many endangered Wet Tropics fauna and flora species – including our keystone species the Cassowary! 

Our community has been working to save the Kuranda Region – current home of approximately 30 cassowaries – from high-density urbanisation.  The 

cassowaries stroll through our forests and backyards (if you’re lucky enough to have good tucker trees).  Cassowaries have always lived here on the Barron River, 

its tributaries and Wet Tropics rainforest land. This is the wrong development on the wrong land. 

Living in Kuranda is not for everyone!  It can be a hostile environment with mould, high rainfall, snakes eating pets, biting insects and lots of rainforest critters.  The 

Kuranda Region should never be deforested / denuded for comfortable high-density human habitation.  Some places need to be left for the forests. 

Visiting Kuranda is most definitely for everyone!  Walk along the Barron River and enjoying the serenity.  The spectacle of The Mighty Barron Falls.  Walk Jum 

Rum through the rainforest understorey boardwalks.  Visit our quaint Village in the Rainforest for shopping and refreshments – a step back in time.  Ancient forests and 

its rare species are what make the visit to our Wet Tropics region worthwhile.  And the butterflies. 

Thank you from all of us in Kuranda x  
(2,766 people, minus approx.50 adults who already have jobs, or under the impression they *might get one) 

 

Campaign Web Page: www.kurandaregion.org/kur-world | Youtube: search kur world | Facebook: KUR.Alert | Twitter: kuralert 

http://www.kurandaregion.org/kur-world
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=kur-world
https://www.facebook.com/KUR.Alert/
https://twitter.com/kuralert


 


